
Home Learning wc 4th May 2020 

Hi Sycamores. How did you find last weeks learning? Hope you’ve managed to dodge the showers this week?! 

This week in our English our story is ‘The Highway Rat’ by Julia Donaldson. 

In Maths this week, our focus is on fractions and time.  

In our exploring work our focus is ICT- coding!  You’ll need your purple mash password (please email school@ if you need this). 

Keep reading each day and using phonics play to practice your phonics too! I’ll also update spelling shed.  Numbots, TT Rockstars and 

Purple Mash are all accessible on the internet (if you need a password, just email school@) 

 

If you need anything at all, or would like to share your work- feel free to use ‘school@constablelee.lancs.sch.uk’- members 

of staff check this email account regularly. Take care and enjoy the learning this week! 

Miss Fielding 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Let’s get writing! Focus: The Highway Rat 

  

 

 

 

 

Monday 

Watch The Highway Rat on you tube with a grown up (you just need the story, the movie 

is on BBCiplayer as a treat though!) 

The author uses different words to describe how the Highway Rat speaks (e.g. declared, 

bellowed). Can you think of any more? These are called synonyms- they are the synonym 

of said. You could use word hippo (www.wordhippo.com) to help you look for some 

synonyms. Write these down. Can you say some sentences using the synonyms? 

Tuesday 

Retell the story again to a grown 

up. What happens in the 

beginning? Middle? Ending? 

Imagine one of the characters is 

being interviewed by the police. 

What answers would they give to 

them about their encounter with 

the Highway Rat? 

These answers could be oral or 

written or both! 

Wednesday 

Write a diary entry from the point of 

view of the Highway Rat. What does he 

do each day? How does he feel about it? 

Thursday 

Watch the video clip again. Look at the 

illustrations and think speech bubbles for 

each picture. 

Can you record the speech using “ “ and using 

synonyms for the word said? 

 

 

Friday 

The Highway Rat gets fat from 

eating everyone else's dinner.  

Can you think of a healthy diet 

to help him keep fit? 

 

 

http://www.wordhippo.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Monday 

Explore fractions as practically as possible this week. 

Cut this sandwich into halves, quarters. Can I have ¾ of the sandwich? Can I have 2/4 of the sandwich? What is 2/4 the 

same as?! 

Here are 12 raisins. Can you share them so each person gets half? How many people will need them if we are sharing in 

half? Share them between 4 people. How many does each person get? 

Cut this string in half, in quarters. Share these jigsaw pieces/playing cards with 4 other people.  

 

 

Tuesday 

On a clock find half past 4 etc. 

What time was it an hour ago if the time is 

now half past 6? 

 

On a clock find quarter past 5 etc. 

 

Keep asking questions throughout the day 

to consolidate telling the time- ‘what time 

is it now?’ ‘What time did we have tea?’ 

‘How long do the buns take to cook?’ If it 

is 11.00 now, what time will it be in quarter 

of an hour? Half an hour? 

 Wednesday 

Work on consolidating time from yesterday- does your child need to work  

on half past, o’clock, quarter past, quarter to more? 

Can your child write the digital times when you make the time on a clock 

face? 

 

Let’s count! Focus: Fractions and time 

To be able to understand a fraction can describe part of a whole 

Recognise, find and name half as one or two equal parts of an object, 

shape or quantity. 

Recognise, find and name a quarter and begin to find ¾. 

To be able to describe position, direction and movement including half and 

three quarter turns. 

 

Thursday 

Outdoors ask your grown up or a sibling to 

turn three quarters. Ask them to turn a  

quarter to the left. Keep giving instructions  

using half turns and  whole turns. 
 

 

 

Friday 

Amy bought a doll for £12. She saved 

half the cost. How much does she need 

to save now? Why are these amounts 

the same? 

Show a lego brick Find a lego 

brick half the size of this one. Repeat. 

Here is 12p to buy some penny sweets. 

Spend half the money. How much will 

you have left? 

A board game costs £20. Hayley has  

saved up 34 of the amount.  

How much has she saved?  

 

A bag of sweets has a mass of 80g.  

Two quarters of the sweets are cola  

bottles, one quarter of the sweets are  

fizzy cherries and the rest are toffees.  

What is the total mass of each type of  

sweet?  

 
 



 

 

 

Let’s explore! Focus: ICT 

To be able to code a programme. 

Don’t panic! Coding sounds a lot more complicated than it actually is! 

In order to play games, do homework or talk to friends on a computer, 

programs are used. Computer programs are made using a special language called 

code. Coding is used so that the computer understands what to do- we’ll be 

learning to give our programmes instructions this week.  

 

 

 

Monday 

Log on Purple Mash. Go onto tools  coding  2go. 

Practice giving the computer some simple instructions i.e. move 2 steps forwards, turn left. 

Tuesday 

 

Log onto Purple Mash. 

Go to tools coding 2go. 

Today, choose a challenge- put 

your instructions into a flow 

chart. Watch what happens. Do 

you need to adapt or change your 

coding to make it work better? 

 

Friday 

Choose an activity on Purple 

Mash- it could be to write a 

story on 2 Create a story or 

make a song on 2sequence. 

Could you improve your 

typing skills by having a go 

on 2Type? 

Thursday 

Remember, you should be active for at least 60 

minutes a day- break up your computer learning 

today with enjoying your favourite physical 

activity. I’ve been trying to run every other day! 

Maybe you could combine ICT with being physical 

and watch (and join in!) with a Joe Wicks work out 

on youtube? 

 

 

 

Wednesday-  

Log onto Purple Mash.  

Go onto tools  Quiz and game 

creation  2DIY3D.  

Can you make a game using coding to 

give instructions? If things are not 

right, can you change and correct 

anything? 


